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           Regional literature celebrates the local culture classically embedded in 
poetic expressions. The literary motifs of such kind of novels are to preserve the 
images of local landscape endangered in the rise of industrialization and to 
formulate a simulated space in which they can reflect the reality of human being. 
In order to capture the local sense, these authors portray the characters which 
follow a specific customs, local dialect and personality traits that are central to the 
region. Regional novel continues to maintain its regional roots, tradition, 
geographic and ethnic diversity of the country. R. K. Narayan has followed the 
tradition established at fictional locality, Malgudi by depicting the local 
community and their customs realistically so as to give the place the universal 
significance. The present article focuses only a single aspect of regional fiction. 
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The geographical regions in India consists many small regions. Indian novelists 
have strong regional consciousness as they are closely associated with these 
regions and are influenced by the environment in which they lived. Thus, the 
features of Regionalism are dominant in the fiction of Indian writers like, Raja 
Rao, R. K. Narayan, S. B. Banerji, etc.  Many novelists have sense of region in 
their writing and region is the vital factor in their novels. As far as world class 
novelists are concerned, sense of place or affinity proved to be a fertile field for 
their creative masterpieces. William Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha, M. T. Vasudevan 
Nair’s Malabar (Northern Kerala) and R. K. Narayan’s Malgudi are best examples 
of fictional regions that empowers the relations between art and the physical 
world.  

              Custom means a way of life of a specific region that connotes all the 
aspects of human life. In order to depict the local colour of the region, regional 
novel depicts the customs like beliefs, rituals, occupations and traditions of the 
society. A brief review of any national literature will reveal that the feelings, 
emotions and thoughts can be understood in a specific frame of culture. The 
stories may contain lots of storytelling and revolve around the community and its 
rituals. But a narration of a story gets its aesthetic value only with the depiction its 
cultural context. Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, American 
author Alex Haley’s Roots: The Saga of an American Family, British Novelist 
Thomas Hardy’s Wessex Novels and Indian novelist and Short-story writer R. K. 
Narayan’s Malgudi Days cannot be understood without their cultural context.  

             R. K. Narayan’s novels represent contemporary Indian life, traditions and 
culture in its vivid and realistic form. In his novel, social customs are described 
with unbiased objectivity and complete detached observation. Malgudi is 
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completely undisturbed by the outside world and its speciality remains the same. 
Here are the people who believed in old traditions and customs. This makes them 
to look upon any new idea with suspicion and distrust. 

               Malgudi is a town where castes and occupations of the people are quite 
steady. Marriages are arranged and dowry system is still prevalent. People 
believed in Astrology, though it is not always practiced. But the greatness of R. K. 
Narayan lies in making Malgudi and its people and their social values real for the 
readers. He establishes this intimate sense of reality through keen observation and 
gentle satire. Malgudi is a place where most of the people belong to common 
middle class family. In fact, they are utterly helpless people suffered by the 
impulse of fate. 

             The Guide depicts a realistic picture of the superstition and innocent 
villagers of Mangala, who are easily carried away by pseudo saint, Raju, when 
there is a severe famine in the village.  Raju plays saintly and spiritual role in the 
novel and people believe in his supernatural powers. The novel deals with a man 
whose holiness is a pretention or disguise. Raju is a fraud man but people believe 
him as a saviour. It is tradition of the Hindus to bow down and touch the feet of 
elders and respected persons.  After his release from the prison, Raju sits lonely on 
the river steps, but he does not allow the villager, Velan to bow down. To quote 
from the text: “Velan rose, bowed low, and tried to touch Raju’s feet. Raju recoiled 
at the attempt. ‘I’ll not permit anyone to do this. God alone is entitled to such a 
prostration. He will destroy us if we attempt to usurp His rights.’(Guide, Narayan 
16) 

            It is the belief of the people in Mangala that it will rain and there will be an 
end of the drought if a true saint does genuine fasting for twelve days. It is a belief 
prevalent among the Hindu population in India. Nobody knows whether people 
have direct experience of this miracle or not but it does not affect their faith. It 
might be spread widely by the Brahmin priests for the exploitation of the people. 
The writer wants to portray such beliefs and rites prevailing among people in 
India. He does not want to praise or criticise these beliefs. There is no clear idea 
about the rain at the end of the novel. It is doubtful when one reads the final 
description in the novel. The narration of the last paragraph of novel is as follows: 

. . . He got up feet. He had to be held by Velan and another on each side. In the 
profoundest silence the crowd followed at a solemn, silent pace. The eastern sky 
was red. Many in the camp were still sleeping. Raju could not walk, but, he 
insisted upon pulling himself along the same. He panted with the effort. He went 
down the steps of the river, halting for breath on each step, and finally reached the 
basin of water. He stepped into it, shut his eyes, and turned towards the mountain, 
his lips muttering the prayer. Valan and another held him each by an arm. The 
morning Sun was out now; a great shaft of light illuminated the surroundings. It 
was difficult to hold Raju on his feet, as he had a tendency to flop down. They 
held him as if he were a baby. Raju opened his eyes, looked about, and said, 
‘Velan, it’s raining in the hills. I can feel it coming up under my feet, up my legs.’ 
He sagged down. (Narayan 247) The description of the eastern sky and the vision 
of the morning Sun and sunrays spread over the hill do not indicate any sign of 
rain. 
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        When Marco leaves Rosie and goes to Madras, she comes to Raju’s house for 
shelter. Raju’s mother surprises to see her alone in the evening. To quote from the 
text: ... ‘Who has come with you, Rosie?’ Rosie blushed, hesitated and looked at 
me. I moved a couple of steps backward in order that she might see me only dimly 
and not in all raggedness. I replied, ‘I think she has come alone, mother.’ My 
mother was amazed. ‘Girls today! How courageous you are! In our day we 
wouldn’t go to the street corner without an escort. And I have been to the market 
only once in my life, when Raju’s father was alive.’ (Narayan 141) This incident 
reminds us some customs like Gosha or Burkha system in our society. The 
difference in attitude, as well as the temperament is seen in Indian village 
community. Raju’s mother is a conservative Hindu woman and she refuses public 
exposure. In her family life, she was prohibited public exposure and hence afraid 
to go out alone, whereas Rosie is a modern woman and can go anywhere even in 
the evening. She has a western influence in her attitude and behaviour. 

          In the novel The Vender of Sweets, the writer depicts institution of marriage, 
bride selection, dowry fixation, invitation to guests, feast, etc. Jagan has earned 
money by hard work but his son extravagant and spends money without thinking 
about his father’s feelings. Here, the writer brings out the conflict between old 
way of life and modern values. 

 Malgudi has its own Doctor who on the basis of imagination and without 
seeing the patients, investigates the disease and gives treatment to the patients. He 
does not know the difference between malaria and typhoid and other diseases. 
Narayan portrays other characters and their occupations like, low shop-keepers ( 
Raju’s father), low wage earners( Gaffur), guides ( Raju), low workers( Joseph), 
the money lenders(Seth), rich lawers, owners of theatres and aristocrats(Marco). 

      In the novel The Financial Expert, Margayya is a money-lender like the 
Savakar figures seen in the rural India. His Son, Balu is spoilt child who throws 
father’s account book into the gutter. Margayya shows his horoscope to an 
astrologer, he performs pooja for fourteen days so as to settle in his life again. By 
publishing a book written by old Dr. Pal, he earns lot of money. But his son ruins 
him once again. Here, Narayan, again brings out the conflict between old and new 
generations. 

        Narayan’s stories contain lots of storytelling and the story revolves around 
the Malgudi community and the rituals performed there. There is suspicion and 
distrust for newcomers and intruders at Malgudi because the life of the local 
people is disturbed.  For instance, Rosie, in The Guide brings a kind of change in 
the life of Raju. 

          The customs of the region are different but found every corner of the world; 
therefore, Malgudi is not an exception in this regard. To cite, there are number of 
beliefs among the mass at Malgudi. It does not mean that Narayan was 
superstitious and blind follower of various beliefs in the society but he tries to 
depict the practice of customs at Malgudi in particularly and in India generally. 
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